Country: **Denmark**  (#:01)
Party: **Center Democrats**  (#:01)
Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): **1989**  (missing: 99)
Month of Change: **11**  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): **JAKOBSEN**
(sequence num.): **01**

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): **JAKOBSEN**
(sequence num.): **02**

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  A: **02**  B: **11**
Year:  A: **1917**  B: **1948**

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 
1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: **06**
3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: **09**
5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 2  B: 2  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.  
   (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark  (#: 01)

Party: Christian People's Party  (#: 02)

Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1973  (missing: 99)

Month of Change: 03  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4 Government minister  
8 Other  
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  (alpha; up to 8): CHRISTENSEN  
(sequence num.): 01

Leader B: last name  (alpha; up to 8): MOLLER  
(sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  A: 99  B: 01

Year:  A: 9999  B: 1921

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker  
2 Union official  
A: 11  
3 Farmer or fisherman  
4 Business owner  
B: 09  
5 Lawyer  
6 Economist  
7 Government bureaucrat  
8 Clergy  
9 Educator  
10 Professional politician (primarily)  
11 Other profession (including doctor)  
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 2 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership

NSF (Harmel/Janda)

**Country:** Denmark (#:01)

**Party:** Christian People's Party (#:02)

**Change #: 2**

**YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B):** 1979 (missing: 99)

**Month of Change:** 99 (2 digits; missing: 99)

**A. Venue of leadership:**

1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2. Parliamentary group chair/leader
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson
4. Government minister
8. Other
9. Missing

**B. Leader A: last name** (alpha; up to 8): **MOLLER**

(sequence num.): **02**

**Leader B: last name** (alpha; up to 8): **CHRISTENSEN**

(sequence num.): **03**

**Characteristics of A and B:**

**Birthdate: Month(#):**

A: **01**

B: **01**

**Year:**

A: **1921**

B: **1925**

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

**Occupation:**

1. Blue collar laborer; worker
2. Union official
A: **09**
3. Farmer or fisherman
4. Business owner
B: **09**
5. Lawyer
6. Economist
7. Government bureaucrat
8. Clergy
9. Educator
10. Professional politician (primarily)
11. Other profession (including doctor)
99. Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (under1):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age
differential)?:

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership

Country: **Denmark**

Party: **Christian People's Party**

Change #: **3**

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): **1988** (missing: 99)

Month of Change: **05** (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
(underline one)  
2. Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4. Government minister  
8. Other  
9. Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): **CHRISTENSEN**  
(sequence num.): **03**

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): **KOFOD-SVENDSEN**  
(sequence num.): **04**

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A:</th>
<th>B:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month(#)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A:</th>
<th>B:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Blue collar laborer; worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Union official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: 09</td>
<td>Farmer or fisherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Business owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: 08</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Economist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Government bureaucrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Clergy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Professional politician (primarily)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Other profession (including doctor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Missing; no information available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faction:  
A: 1  B: 1  

1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died  
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)  
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)  
6 Former leader lost leadership election  
7 Forced rotation or term limitation  

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)  
1 electoral failure(s)  
2 fears of "falling behind"  
3 political scandal  
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency? 

1 Yes  
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)? 

1 Yes (more than age differential)  
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited? 

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here  
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Christian People's Party (#: 02)
Change #: 4

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1990 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 05 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Other

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): KOFOD-SVENDSEN (sequence num.): 04
   Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): SJURSEN (sequence num.): 05

Characteristics of A and B:
Birthdate: Month(#): A: 03 B: 99
Year: A: 1944 B: 1963

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:
1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 08
3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: 09
5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction:  
1  yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1  B: 1  
2  no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1  Former leader died
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health
3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4  Former leader resigned for other reas.
(poll;forced)
5  Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;unf'ed)
6  Former leader lost leadership election
7  Forced rotation or term limitation

*Actually, this is a change of leader due to an organizational restructuring within the party. To reduce the work of the parliamentary group and make the extraparliamentary organization more active and visible, the two leadership positions were formally separated. The extraparliamentary chair can no longer be a parliamentary group leader also. Though this coding category is not really designed for this type of situation, it is the category that comes closest to capturing what happened here.

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9  (if irrelevant)
1  electoral failure(s)
2  fears of "falling behind"
3  political scandal
4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1  Yes
2  No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1  Yes (more than age differential)
2  No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?
1  Yes; something else is mentioned here
2  No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#:01)
Party: Conservatives (#:03)

Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1955 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 10 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
(underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): KRAFT
(sequence num.): 01
Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): MOLLER
(sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 12 B: 01
Year: A: 1893 B: 1906

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 10 3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
B: 06 10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet**: Leadership  

Country: Denmark  
Party: Conservatives  
Change #: 2  

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1958 (missing: 99)  
Month of Change: 03 (2 digits; missing: 99)  

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4 Government minister  
8 Other  
9 Missing  

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): MOLLER  
(sequence num.): 02  
Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): SORENSON  
(sequence num.): 03  

Characteristics of A and B:  

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: 01  
B: 06  
Year:  
A: 1906  
B: 1904  

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]  

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker  
2 Union official  
A: 06  
3 Farmer or fisherman  
4 Business owner  
B: 02  
5 Lawyer  
6 Economist  
7 Government bureaucrat  
8 Clergy  
9 Educator  
10 Professional politician (primarily)  
11 Other profession (including doctor)  
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 1  B: 2  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reasons (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reasons (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: **Denmark**  
(#:01)

Party: **Conservatives**  
(#:03)

Change #: **3**

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): **1969**  
(missing: 99)

Month of Change: **6**  
(2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extraparliamentary chair/leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Parliamentary group chair/leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Parliamentary group spokesperson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Government minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Leader A: last name  
(alphabet; up to 8): **SORENSON**  
(sequence num.): **03**

Leader B: last name  
(alphabet; up to 8): **MOLLER**  
(sequence num.): **04**

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: **06**  
B: **10**

Year:  
A: **1904**  
B: **1919**

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Blue collar laborer; worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Union official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: <strong>02</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: <strong>11</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faction:  1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
        A: 2  B: 2  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1   Former leader died
2   Former leader resigned due to ill health
3   Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4   Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;forced)
5   Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;unf'ed)
6   Former leader lost leadership election
7   Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9   (if irrelevant)
1   electoral failure(s)
2   fears of "falling behind"
3   political scandal
4   other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1   Yes
2   No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1   Yes (more than age differential)
2   No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1   Yes; something else is mentioned here
2   No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Robert Harmel
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

**Country:** Denmark  
(#: 01)

**Party:** Conservatives  
(#: 03)

**Change #:** 4

**YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B):** 1969  
(missing: 99)

**Month of Change:** 6  
(2 digits; missing: 99)

**A. Venue of leadership:**
1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2. Parliamentary group chair/leader
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson
4. Government minister
8. Other
9. Missing

**B. Leader A:**
(last name) (alpha; up to 8): MOLLER
(sequence num.): 04

**Leader B:**
(last name) (alpha; up to 8): NINN-HANSEN
(sequence num.): 05

**Characteristics of A and B:**

**Birthdate: Month(#):**

A: 10  
B: 04

Year:
A: 1919  
B: 1922

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

**Occupation:**
1. Blue collar laborer; worker
2. Union official
3. Farmer or fisherman
4. Business owner
5. Lawyer
6. Economist
7. Government bureaucrat
8. Clergy
9. Educator
10. Professional politician (primarily)
11. Other profession (including doctor)
99. Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 2  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died  
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)  
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)  
6 Former leader lost leadership election  
7 Forced rotation or term limitation  

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)  
1 electoral failure(s)  
2 fears of "falling behind"  
3 political scandal  
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?  

1 Yes  
2 No  

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?  

1 Yes (more than age differential)  
2 No  

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?  

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here  
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel  
Numeric coder: Robert Harmel
Country: Denmark  (#: 01)
Party: Conservatives  (#: 03)
Change #: 5

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1974  (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 01  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
   1  Extraparliamentary chair/leader (underline one)  2  Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3  Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4  Government minister
   5  Other
   6  Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): NINN-HANSEN  (sequence num.): 05
   Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): SCHLUTER  (sequence num.): 06

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  A: 04  B: 04
   Year:  A: 1922  B: 1929

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
   1  Blue collar laborer; worker
   2  Union official
   A: 05  3  Farmer or fisherman
   4  Business owner
   5  Lawyer
   B: 05  6  Economist
   7  Government bureaucrat
   8  Clergy
   9  Educator
   10  Professional politician (primarily)
   11  Other profession (including doctor)
   99  Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s) (#1 reason)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark
Party: Liberals

Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1965 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 09 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): ERIKSEN
   (sequence num.): 01

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): HARTLING
   (sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 11    B: 08
   Year: A: 1902    B: 1914

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what
the person did before becoming a politician, IF that
prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the
work life. We are particularly interested in how the
person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
   2 Union official
   3 Farmer or fisherman
   4 Business owner
   5 Lawyer
   6 Economist
   7 Government bureaucrat
   8 Clergy
   9 Educator
   10 Professional politician (primarily)
   11 Other profession (including doctor)
   99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
NUMERIC CODING SHEET: Leadership  NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark  (#: 01)

Party: Liberals  (#: 05)

Change #: 2

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1977  (missing: 99)

Month of Change: 12  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
(underline one)  2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
  3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
  4 Government minister
  8 Other
  9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  (alpha; up to 8): HARTLING
  (sequence num.): 02

Leader B: last name  (alpha; up to 8): CHRISTOPHERSEN
  (sequence num.): 03

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 08  B: 11

Year: A: 1914  B: 1939

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  1 Blue collar laborer; worker
  2 Union official
  A: 08  3 Farmer or fisherman
  4 Business owner
  B: 06  5 Lawyer
  6 Economist
  7 Government bureaucrat
  8 Clergy
  9 Educator
  10 Professional politician (primarily)
  11 Other profession (including doctor)
  99 Missing; no information available
Faction:  1  yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
        A: 1  B: 2  2  no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reason for Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Former leader died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Former leader resigned due to ill health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Former leader resigned for other reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(pol;forced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Former leader resigned for other reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(pol;unf'ed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Former leader lost leadership election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Forced rotation or term limitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

| 9 | (if irrelevant)                                                                 |
| 1 | electoral failure(s)                                                            |
| 2 | fears of "falling behind"                                                        |
| 3 | political scandal                                                                |
| 4 | other clearly political reasons                                                  |

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) **change in dominant faction/tendency**?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a **generational shift** (other than simply age differential)?

| 1 | Yes (more than age differential)                                       |
| 2 | No                                                                   |

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

| 1 | Yes; something else is mentioned here                                    |
| 2 | No                                                                    |

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Numeric Coding Sheet: Leadership NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Liberals (#: 05)
Change #: 3

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1984 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 09 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): CHRISTOPHERSEN
   (sequence num.): 03

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): ELLEMANN-JENSEN
   (sequence num.): 04

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 11 B: 11
   Year: A: 1939 B: 1941

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
   2 Union official
   A: 06 3 Farmer or fisherman
   4 Business owner
   B: 06 5 Lawyer
   6 Economist
   7 Government bureaucrat
   8 Clergy
   9 Educator
   10 Professional politician (primarily)
   11 Other profession (including doctor)
   99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 2  B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1  Former leader died
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health
   3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4  Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;forced)
5  Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;unf'ed)
6  Former leader lost leadership election
7  Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

   9  (if irrelevant)
1  electoral failure(s)
2  fears of "falling behind"
3  political scandal
4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) a change in dominant faction/tendency?

   1  Yes
   2  No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

   1  Yes (more than age differential)
   2  No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

   1  Yes; something else is mentioned here
   2  No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark  (#: 01)
Party: Progress Party  (#: 06)
Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1984  (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 10  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:
   1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one)
   2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  (alpha; up to 8): GLISTRUP
   (sequence num.): 01

Leader B: last name  (alpha; up to 8): DOHRMANN
   (sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

   Birthdate: Month(#):  A: 05     B: 03
   Year:  A: 1926     B: 1939

   [For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what
the person did before becoming a politician, IF that
prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the
work life. We are particularly interested in how the
person would have been viewed by the public.]

   Occupation:  1 Blue collar laborer; worker
               2 Union official
               A: 05  3 Farmer or fisherman
               4 Business owner
               B: 04  5 Lawyer
               6 Economist
               7 Government bureaucrat
               8 Clergy
               9 Educator
              10 Professional politician (primarily)
              11 Other profession (including doctor)
              99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 2 B: 2 2 no; not identified with any faction

(At the time Glistrup went to prison, he was not associated with any faction; that happened after his return.)

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Robert Harmel
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark  
(#: 01)

Party: Progress Party  
(#: 06)

Change #: 2

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1987  
(missing: 99)

Month of Change: 9  
(2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3 **Parliamentary group spokesperson**  
4 Government minister  
8 Other  
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  
(alphabetic; up to 8): DOHRMANN  
(sequence num.): 02

Leader B: last name  
(alphabetic; up to 8): KJAERSGAARD  
(sequence num.): 03

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: 03  
B: 02

Year:  
A: 1939  
B: 1947

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker  
2 Union official  
A: 04  
3 Farmer or fisherman  
4 Business owner  
B: 01  
5 Lawyer  
6 Economist  
7 Government bureaucrat  
8 Clergy  
9 Educator  
10 Professional politician (primarily)  
11 Other profession (including doctor)  
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

(By this time, Dorhmann was associated with the “moderate faction” in which Kjaersgaard was found also.)

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No
Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Robert Harmel
Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Radical Liberals (#: 07)

Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1964 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 10 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
(underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): JORGENSEN
(sequence num.): 01
Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): SKYTTE
(sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 05       B: 03
Year: A: 1888       B: 1908

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 03 3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: 03 5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
| Faction: | A: 2 | B: 2 | 1 no; not identified with any faction |

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1. Former leader died
2. Former leader resigned due to ill health
3. Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4. Former leader resigned for other reasons.
5. Former leader resigned for other reasons.
6. Former leader lost leadership election
7. Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9. (if irrelevant)
1. Electoral failure(s)
2. Fears of "falling behind"
3. Political scandal
4. Other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1. Yes
   2. No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1. Yes (more than age differential)
   2. No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1. Yes; something else is mentioned here
   2. No

Primary coder (text version): Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: **Denmark**  
(#: **01**)

Party: **Radical Liberals**  
(#: **07**)

Change #: **2**

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): **1968**  
(missing: **99**)

Month of Change: **01**  
(2 digits; missing: **99**)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2. **Parliamentary group chair/leader**  
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4. Government minister  
8. Other  
9. Missing

B. Leader A: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): **SKYTTE**  
(sequence num.): **02**

Leader B: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): **BAUNSGAARD**  
(sequence num.): **03**

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: **03**  
B: **02**

Year:  
A: **1908**  
B: **1920**

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1. Blue collar laborer; worker  
2. Union official  
A: **03**  
3. Farmer or fisherman  
4. Business owner  
B: **11**  
5. Lawyer  
6. Economist  
7. Government bureaucrat  
8. Clergy  
9. Educator  
10. Professional politician (primarily)  
11. Other profession (including doctor)  
99. Missing; no information available
Faction:  1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
        A: 2  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pal;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pal;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age
differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#:01)

Party: Radical Liberals (#:07)

Change #: 3

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1977 (missing: 99)

Month of Change: 05 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
    (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
    3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
    4 Government minister
    8 Other
    9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): BAUNSGAARD
    (sequence num.): 03

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): HAUGAARD
    (sequence num.): 04

Characteristics of A and B:

    Birthdate: Month(#): A: 02  B: 04
    Year: A: 1920  B: 1913

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what
the person did before becoming a politician, IF that
prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the
work life. We are particularly interested in how the
person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
    2 Union official
    A: 11 3 Farmer or fisherman
    4 Business owner
    B: 03 5 Lawyer
    6 Economist
    7 Government bureaucrat
    8 Clergy
    9 Educator
    10 Professional politician (primarily)
    11 Other profession (including doctor)
    99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1. Former leader died
2. Former leader resigned due to ill health
3. Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4. Former leader resigned for other reasons.
   (pol;forced)
5. Former leader resigned for other reasons.
   (pol;unf'ed)
6. Former leader lost leadership election
7. Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9. (if irrelevant)
1. electoral failure(s)
2. fears of "falling behind"
3. political scandal
4. other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1. Yes
2. No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1. Yes (more than age differential)
2. No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1. Yes; something else is mentioned here
2. No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Numeric Coding Sheet: Leadership

Country: Denmark
Party: Radical Liberals
Change #: 4

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1978 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 10 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:

1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2. Parliamentary group chair/leader
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson
4. Government minister
8. Other
9. Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): HAUGAARD
   (sequence num.): 04

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): PETERSEN
   (sequence num.): 05

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 04 B: 01
   Year: A: 1913 B: 1939

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:
1. Blue collar laborer; worker
2. Union official
A: 03
3. Farmer or fisherman
4. Business owner
B: 10
5. Lawyer
6. Economist
7. Government bureaucrat
8. Clergy
9. Educator
10. Professional politician (primarily)
11. Other profession (including doctor)
99. Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reasons.
(poll;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reasons.
(poll;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No
(But from Baunsgaard to Petersen; see long form.)

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#:01)
Party: Radical Liberals (#:07)
Change #: 5
YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1991 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 06 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing
(underline one)

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): PETERSEN
(sequence num.): 05
Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): JELVED
(sequence num.): 06

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 01 B: 09
Year: A: 1939 B: 1943

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 10
3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: 09
5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 1 B: 2 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died  
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)  
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf ed)  
6 Former leader lost leadership election  
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)*  
1 electoral failure(s)  
2 fears of "falling behind"  
3 political scandal  
4 other clearly political reasons

*Petersen was not "forced" to resign, but instead just allowed Jelved to take over. Because we have no category that captures this perfectly, we have chosen category 5 above as that which comes closest. This did follow an electoral failure for which Petersen was blamed, but the departure was not due to losing re-election nor to forced resignation, and hence the code of "9" immediately above.

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes  
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)  
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2  No

Primary coder (text version): Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark  (#: 01)
Party: Social Democrats  (#: 08)
Change #: 1
YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1955  (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 02  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one)  2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  (alpha; up to 8): HEDTOFT
   (sequence num.): 01

Leader B: last name  (alpha; up to 8): HANSEN
   (sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  A: 99  B: 11
   Year:  A: 1903  B: 1906

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what
the person did before becoming a politician, IF that
prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the
work life. We are particularly interested in how the
person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  1 Blue collar laborer; worker
             2 Union official
             A: 10  3 Farmer or fisherman
             4 Business owner
             5 Lawyer
             6 Economist
             7 Government bureaucrat
             8 Clergy
             9 Educator
             10 Professional politician (primarily)
             11 Other profession (including doctor)
             99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 2 B: 2 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership

**Country:** Denmark  
(#: 01)

**Party:** Social Democrats  
(#: 08)

**Change #: 2**

**YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1960**  (missing: 99)

**Month of Change: 02**  (2 digits; missing: 99)

**A. Venue of leadership:**

1. Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2. Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3. Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4. Government minister  
5. Other  
6. Missing

**B. Leader A: last name**  
(alpha; up to 8): HANSEN  
(sequence num.): 02

**Leader B: last name**  
(alpha; up to 8): KAMPmann  
(sequence num.): 03

**Characteristics of A and B:**

**Birthdate: Month(#):**  

A: 11  
B: 07

**Year:**  

A: 1906  
B: 1910

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

**Occupation:**

1. Blue collar laborer; worker  
2. Union official  
A: 10  
3. Farmer or fisherman  
4. Business owner  
B: 07  
5. Lawyer  
6. Economist  
7. Government bureaucrat  
8. Clergy  
9. Educator  
10. Professional politician (primarily)  
11. Other profession (including doctor)  
99. Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 2 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.
(pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age
differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Social Democrats (#: 08)

Change #: 3

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1962 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 09 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): KAMPMANN
   (sequence num.): 03

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): KRAG
   (sequence num.): 04

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 07 B: 09
   Year: A: 1910 B: 1914

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
   2 Union official
   A: 07 3 Farmer or fisherman
   4 Business owner
   B: 06 5 Lawyer
   6 Economist
   7 Government bureaucrat
   8 Clergy
   9 Educator
   10 Professional politician (primarily)
   11 Other profession (including doctor)
   99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1    B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas.  
   (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas.  
   (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Numeric Coding Sheet: Leadership NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark (#:01)
Party: Social Democrats (#:08)
Change #: 4

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1972 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 99 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
(underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha;up to 8): KRAG
(sequence num.): 04

Leader B: last name (alpha;up to 8): DINESEN
(sequence num.): 05

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 09 B: 02
Year: A: 1914 B: 1910

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 06 3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: 01 5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction:  

A: 1  yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
B: 1  no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1  Former leader died
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health
3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4  Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;forced)
5  Former leader resigned for other reas.
   (pol;unf'ed)
6  Former leader lost leadership election
7  Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9  (if irrelevant)
1  electoral failure(s)
2  fears of "falling behind"
3  political scandal
4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)

change in dominant faction/tendency?

1  Yes
2  No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age
differential)?

1  Yes (more than age differential)
2  No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1  Yes; something else is mentioned here
2  No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:** Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark  
(#: 01)

Party: Social Democrats  
(#: 08)

Change #: 5

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1973  (missing: 99)

Month of Change: 09  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4 Government minister  
8 Other  
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): DINESEN  
(sequence num.): 05

Leader B: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): JORGENSEN  
(sequence num.): 06

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: 03  
B: 07

Year:  
A: 1910  
B: 1922

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker  
2 Union official  
A: 01  
3 Farmer or fisherman  
4 Business owner  
B: 02  
5 Lawyer  
6 Economist  
7 Government bureaucrat  
8 Clergy  
9 Educator  
10 Professional politician (primarily)  
11 Other profession (including doctor)  
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 1  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1  Former leader died
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health
3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4  Former leader resigned for other reas.  
   (pol;forced)
5  Former leader resigned for other reas.  
   (pol;unf'ed)
6  Former leader lost leadership election
7  Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9  (if irrelevant)
1  electoral failure(s)
2  fears of "falling behind"
3  political scandal
4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)

change in dominant faction/tendency?

1  Yes
2  No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a

generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1  Yes (more than age differential)
2  No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1  Yes; something else is mentioned here
2  No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet:**  Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: **Denmark**  
(#: 01)

Party: **Social Democrats**  
(#: 08)

Change #: 6

**YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B):** 1987  (missing: 99)

Month of Change: 10  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. **Venue of leadership:**
   1. Extrapolitairian chair/leader
   2. Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3. Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4. Government minister
   5. Other
   6. Missing

B. Leader **A:** last name (alpha; up to 8): JORGENSEN  
(sequence num.): 06

   Leader **B:** last name (alpha; up to 8): AUKEN  
(sequence num.): 07

**Characteristics of A and B:**

**Birthdate:**
   **Month(#):**  
   A: **07**  
   B: **05**

   **Year:**  
   A: **1922**  
   B: **1943**

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

**Occupation:**
   1. Blue collar laborer; worker
   2. Union official
   A: **02**
   3. Farmer or fisherman
   4. Business owner
   B: **09**
   5. Lawyer
   6. Economist
   7. Government bureaucrat
   8. Clergy
   9. Educator
   10. Professional politician (primarily)
   11. Other profession (including doctor)
   99. Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 1  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died  
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
4 Former leader resigned for other reason (pol;forced)  
5 Former leader resigned for other reason (pol;unf'ed)  
6 Former leader lost leadership election  
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)  
1 electoral failure(s)  
2 fears of "falling behind"  
3 political scandal  
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes  
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)  
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here  
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel  
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Social Democrats (#: 08)
Change #: 7
YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1992 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 04 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: Extraparliamentary chair/leader
(underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): AUKEN
(sequence num.): 07
Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): RASMUSSEN
(sequence num.): 08

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#): A: 05 B: 06
Year: A: 1943 B: 1943

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 09 3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
5 Lawyer
B: 06 6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 1 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 electoral failure(s)
2 fears of "falling behind"
3 political scandal
4 other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with)
change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes

2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)

2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here

2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet**: Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark (#: 01)
Party: Socialist People's Party (#: 09)

Change #: 1

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1968  (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 11  (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
4 Government minister
8 Other
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): LARSEN
(sequence num.): 01

Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): OMANN
(sequence num.): 02

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: 08  
B: 08

Year:  
A: 1897  
B: 1923

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker
2 Union official
A: 01  
3 Farmer or fisherman
4 Business owner
B: 07  
5 Lawyer
6 Economist
7 Government bureaucrat
8 Clergy
9 Educator
10 Professional politician (primarily)
11 Other profession (including doctor)
99 Missing; no information available
Faction:  
A: 1  B: 1  2  no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):  
1  Former leader died  
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
4  Former leader resigned for other reason (pol;forced)  
5  Former leader resigned for other reason (pol;unf'ed)  
6  Former leader lost leadership election  
7  Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:  
9  (if irrelevant)  
1  electoral failure(s)  
2  fears of "falling behind"  
3  political scandal  
4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:  

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) 
change in dominant faction/tendency?  
1  Yes  
2  No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a 
generational shift (other than simply age differential)?  
1  Yes (more than age differential)  
2  No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?  
1  Yes; something else is mentioned here  
2  No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel

Numeric coder: Carla Prater
**Numeric Coding Sheet**: Leadership  
NSF (Harmel/Janda)

Country: Denmark  
(#: 01)

Party: Socialist People's Party  
(#: 09)

Change #: 2

YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1974  
(missing: 99)

Month of Change: 05  
(2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership:  
1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader  
(underline one)  
2 Parliamentary group chair/leader  
3 Parliamentary group spokesperson  
4 Government minister  
8 Other  
9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): Omann  
(sequence num.): 02

Leader B: last name  
(alpha; up to 8): Petersen  
(sequence num.): 03

Characteristics of A and B:

Birthdate: Month(#):  
A: 08  
B: 08

Year:  
A: 1923  
B: 1927

[For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

Occupation:  
1 Blue collar laborer; worker  
2 Union official  
A: 07  
3 Farmer or fisherman  
4 Business owner  
B: 11  
5 Lawyer  
6 Economist  
7 Government bureaucrat  
8 Clergy  
9 Educator  
10 Professional politician (primarily)  
11 Other profession (including doctor)  
99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency  
A: 1  B: 1  2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (underl):

1  Former leader died  
2  Former leader resigned due to ill health  
3  Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)  
   4  Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)  
5  Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)  
6  Former leader lost leadership election  
7  Forced rotation or term limitation  

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9  (if irrelevant)  
1  electoral failure(s)  
2  fears of "falling behind"  
3  political scandal  
   4  other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes  
2 No  

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)  
2 No  

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here  
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Lars Bille; Robert Harmel  
Numeric coder: Carla Prater
Country: Denmark
Party: Socialist People's Party
Change #: 3
YEAR OF CHANGE (from A to B): 1991 (missing: 99)
Month of Change: 04 (2 digits; missing: 99)

A. Venue of leadership: 1 Extraparliamentary chair/leader
   (underline one) 2 Parliamentary group chair/leader
   3 Parliamentary group spokesperson
   4 Government minister
   8 Other
   9 Missing

B. Leader A: last name (alpha; up to 8): PETERSEN
   (sequence num.): 03

   Leader B: last name (alpha; up to 8): NIELSEN
   (sequence num.): 04

Characteristics of A and B:

   Birthdate: Month(#): A: 08 B: 04
   Year: A: 1927 B: 1950

   [For OCCUPATION below, pay particular attention to what the person did before becoming a politician, IF that prior occupation occupied a significant portion of the work life. We are particularly interested in how the person would have been viewed by the public.]

   Occupation: 1 Blue collar laborer; worker
               2 Union official
               A: 11 3 Farmer or fisherman
               4 Business owner
               B: 10 5 Lawyer
               6 Economist
               7 Government bureaucrat
               8 Clergy
               9 Educator
               10 Professional politician (primarily)
               11 Other profession (including doctor)
               99 Missing; no information available
Faction: 1 yes; ident'd with faction/tendency
A: 1 B: 2 2 no; not identified with any faction

C. Primary reason for change of leader at this time (under1):

1 Former leader died
2 Former leader resigned due to ill health
3 Former leader resigned for other reason (personal)
4 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;forced)
5 Former leader resigned for other reas. (pol;unf'ed)
6 Former leader lost leadership election
7 Forced rotation or term limitation

Lost re-election or forced to resign due to:

9 (if irrelevant)
1 pressure following electoral failure(s)
2 pressure because of fears of "falling behind"
3 pressure to resign because of political scandal
4 pressure to resign for other clearly political reasons

D. Character of the change:

Did the change of leader result from/in (or coincide with) change in dominant faction/tendency?

1 Yes
2 No

Was the change in leadership seen as resulting from/in a generational shift (other than simply age differential)?

1 Yes (more than age differential)
2 No

Any other characteristics/expected consequences cited?

1 Yes; something else is mentioned here
2 No

Primary coder (text version): Robert Harmel; Lars Bille
Numeric coder: Carla Prater